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Overview

1) Introduction 
2) General Lab Rules

– Access
– Food and Drink 
– Project Spaces

3) Working in the Lab
– Entering the Lab
– Mechanical Work
– Equipment
– ESD and Cleanroom 

4) Tips for Success
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Introduction

• Covers the rules of working in Rhodes B30 and all other SSDS spaces
• Required for entering the lab spaces
• Required for all new members 
• Required to be taken yearly for all existing members
• Remember to read the SSDS Syllabus 
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Lab Access

• Do not prop open the door to the lab
– Security and fire safety precaution 
– Ensure the door is closed if you are the last one out

• Do not let anyone into the lab who has not been 
granted access
– Friends 

• Do not use the lab for class or personal projects
– Plenty of spaces on campus for projects
– Do not use the lab as a storage space

• Computers are strictly for SSDS-related work.
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Food and Drink

• Eating and drinking are strictly prohibited
– These rules come from Cornell
– Failure to comply can result in the lab being sealed 

• Only water in a closed container is allowed
– Bottle with a cap only. 
– Cafeteria cups with a lid and straw do not count
– Not allowed on or within 3ft of any workbench

• Hiding the food in your backpack is not allowed
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Project Spaces

• Each project has its designated lab space
– Physical space
– Work benches
– Shelving and storage

• Do not enter other project spaces
• Do not touch hardware and equipment in 

other project spaces. 
– Never unplug, turn on, or turn off anything in another 

space
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Rhodes B30A Spaces (as of SP18)



Entering the Lab

• Clean your shoes using the provided 
brush
– Especially important in the winter

• Step on the blue sticky mat
– If it’s too dirty, pull off the film to reveal the 

next sheet
– If no more sheets are available, replace the 

mat
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Electrical & Mechanical Work

• The SSDS labs are primarily for electrical work. 
• Mechanical work generates Foreign Objects 

Debris (FOD)
– Hazardous to electronics
– Cutting, filing, etc…

• Mechanical work is prohibited in Rhodes B30A
• Rolling workbench is kept behind the clean 

room. 
– Roll out, work in the hallways, clean off, and return to the lab
– Do not leave outside of the lab
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Equipment

• Do not remove equipment from the lab
• Do not use any equipment or tools for 

non-SSDS work
– Equipment has been damaged this way

• Shared equipment
– Some equipment like oscilloscopes is shared 

between projects
– Kept centrally in the lab

• Printers and 3D-Printers are only for 
SSDS use
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ESD Control

• Overview
– An electrostatic discharge (ESD) is the sudden transfer of static charge between bodies at 

different charge potentials caused by near contact or induced by an electric field.
– A lack of ESD control can lead to electronic parts being “zapped” leading to failed parts, 

increased costs, and missed deadlines
• Repair is impossible
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• All workbenches and the areas 3ft around them are 
ESD Protected Areas
– Do not enter these areas nor handle any hardware without 

receiving ESD Control Training
– Water is prohibited in these areas



Clean Room

• Flight hardware integration area
• Do not enter without receiving ESD 

Control Training and Clean Room 
Training
– Escorting in untrained members is prohibited
– Must be trained to even enter the anteroom
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Tips for Success 

• Grades are a function the quality of your work and the effort you put into it
• Expected commitment: 3-4 hours per credit per week on average

– Doesn’t mean a couple of hours per week most of the year and 40 hours during crunch time.

• Minimum requirements to earn a B
– Follow all lab rules
– Meet all commitments, complete all work, and attend all meetings 
– Keep your leads informed
– Admit all mistakes. 
– Documental all work. 
– Put your time in 
– Leads: maintain a schedule, know your subsystem interfaces, keep people accountable. 
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Tips for Success 

• What it takes to get an A
– Seek out problems, notice what's wrong and fix it. 
– Solve problems without hand-holding
– Know the requirements of your subsystem and all the others.
– Seek out responsibility and volunteer to get work done. 
– Mentor others so that they can be become more productive, faster
– Propose changes to improve the team. 
– Get used to saying "I'll take care of it" and then delivering. 
– Aspire to lead. 
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Tips for Success 

• Bad excuses
– “This was my first semester, so all I did was learn about the subsystem.”
– “He hasn’t given me what I needed, and I can’t do anything until he does.”
– “I thought someone else was working on that.”
– “I can’t find any information about that.”
– “No one told me what to do.”
– “I didn’t know I was supposed to do that.”
– “I didn’t document it because I texted him about it”
– “That’s how we did it on car team / ECE 4XXX / at my dad’s shop”
– “I had another commitment, so I couldn’t get it done”
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Thank You
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